Welcome from the Chair

David Huffman, Pitt Economics Department Chair, welcomes you to our new department newsletter.

We need your help naming our department newsletter. Vote for the newsletter’s name.

Scientists Using Wikipedia

Pitt Professor Doug Hanley shows how
Wikipedia is driving scientific progress, and discusses what that means for policy.

Department Alumna Named Rhodes Scholar

Econ alum Lia Petrose has won the prestigious Rhodes Scholarship.

Everyday Econ: Health Insurance Mandates

Learn the economics behind health insurance mandates, requirements that everyone purchases or obtains health insurance.

Other Happenings

See a full list of our department’s exciting events.

Coming to Homecoming?

We’d love to see you! Visit our website for more information.

Connect with Pitt alumni and current students with our social media and online platforms.

Learn More

highlights and awards.

our renovated dept. to hear about our new Master in Quantitative Economics program and about the research our students and faculty are doing.

Pitt Commons.
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